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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Part 2:  Business and Liberty in a “Post-Digital” World 

 

By Nicholas West 

In the last edition of Counter Markets I discussed the emerging           
post-digital world and the challenges to personal liberty and         
business that will be amplified if the current paradigm continues. 

At the core of the many concerns lies the limited security offered            
in centralized information systems and applications that are        
designed to siphon personal information vertically. 

I won’t spend too much additional time on the failures of the            
current architecture other than to offer a couple of new          
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developments since the previous newsletter that highlights the        
impossible mission of providing security and trust as things stand. 

You might have heard that one of Big Tech’s big solutions to            
identity theft is biometric security. If we just got rid of all those             
usernames and passwords and signed in with our immutable         
fingerprint, iris scan, face scan, or voice pattern we should surely           
all be safe then, right? 

From The Conversation: 

Stolen fingerprints could spell the end of biometric        
security 

The biggest known biometric data breach to date was         
reported recently when researchers managed to access a        
23-gigabyte database of more than 27.8m records including        
fingerprint and facial recognition data. 

The researchers, working with cyber-security firm      
VPNMentor, said that they had been able to access the          
Biostar 2 biometrics lock system that manages access to         
secure facilities like warehouses or office buildings. This        
control mechanism, run by the firm Suprema, is reportedly         
part of a system used by 5,700 organisations in 83 countries,           
including governments, banks and the UK’s Metropolitan       
Police. 

This breach highlights a major problem with biometric        
security systems that effectively use people’s biological       
measurements as passwords. Unlike usernames and      
passwords, biometric data can’t be changed if it is         
stolen. 

So now we are told that it is the very uniqueness of our biometric              
signatures that is a greater threat. 
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Yet another solution to the many individual compromised devices         
connected to the Internet is cloud storage. Which brings me to           
story number two: 

From Defense One: 

New Tool Reveals Big Vulnerabilities In Mobile Apps        
That Use Multiple Clouds 

Proponents frequently boast that cloud-based architectures      
are more secure than traditional networks, but that’s not         
necessarily the case for mobile apps that use lots of different           
cloud services all at once.  

A team from the Georgia Institute of Technology looked at          
more than 5,000 of the most popular Android apps in the           
Google Play store and found that more than 20 percent had           
some vulnerability resulting from the way the app was         
using backend cloud services. 

Most of the apps on your phone use cloud services — to            
send or fetch content, serve ads, track your behavior, or just           
keep from filling up your device’s memory. 

The article goes on to mention an entire domino string of effects            
from this one type of vulnerability alone. 

As I mentioned previously, security and trust are the foundational          
features of any sustainable economic activity and are key to the           
preservation of a free market, especially in the current system of           
permission-based terms of service agreements. Instead, we are        
witnessing a decrease in trust and security every time new          
solutions are offered.  

Law.com suggests that as we head into the 5G Internet of Things            
post-digital world, privacy will become impossible and companies        
will need to resort to even more layering of their privacy policies in             
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order to avoid the legal ramifications of lost and stolen data when            
there is no clear interaction taking place with tomorrow’s         
technology. 

Traditionally, the consumer consents to a company’s privacy        
policy by checking a box or clicking a button on a screen            
before being allowed to access or use the company’s         
product. But many IoT devices have no screen or direct          
user interface. And while many IoT devices must be paired          
with an app on a mobile device, displaying the lengthy          
privacy policies of the past on these smaller screens can be           
difficult. These difficulties have led to the increased use of          
layered privacy policies, which provide a summary of key         
points at the top level, with more detailed information         
available as the consumer drills down. 

Yet even layered privacy policies may not be the solution to           
the problem. As a general matter, consumers are loath to          
read privacy policies, which over the years morphed into         
lengthy statements full of legalese. While layered privacy        
policies present information to the consumer in a more         
digestible manner, it is not clear that they will change          
perceptions that a company’s privacy policy is designed        
to protect the company from legal liability, not to protect          
the consumer’s personal information. These problems are       
compounded when consumers are faced with a take it or          
leave it choice of accepting a company’s privacy policy as a           
condition of gaining access to an application or service. 

This immediately puts consumers at odds with a company selling          
a product that the consumer actually wants. It also makes terrible           
business sense in a future world where most experts agree that           
consumer “interactions” will be replaced by consumer “insights.” 
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A reimagining of the digital world into the post-digital world will           
become essential as the arrival of technologies like virtual reality,          
augmented reality, deep fakes, and more present real-time data         
streams will put a greater focus on consumer experience based          
on ever-more personal information and desires. 

Deloitte offers two images that show the scale of the          
transformation that we can expect in the next 5 years. The first            
image shows the technologies, and the second is focused on the           
data collection and delivery flow of what should be expected in the            
post-digital world. As you’ll see, both highlight the need for better           
privacy and consumer-directed information in order to properly        
define the best experience for tomorrow’s consumer: 
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Their report specifically focuses on the nature of post-digital         
personalized marketing with the following key caveat: 

Simply put, customers who trust you will give you more data.           
More data means more insight, and more insight begets         
better engagement—which, ultimately, generates more     
revenue. 

This is precisely why I appreciate people who offer solutions to           
our current data insecurity predicament by encouraging opt-outs        
wherever possible in order to protect privacy, as well as to send a             
message to these companies that their business practices need to          
change. I certainly don’t have Amazon Alexa in my house; I           
always pay with cash whenever possible, and I take all measures           
to reduce my exposure to government agencies. These are still          
sound suggestions where anonymity is possible so long as you          
haven’t come under the direct scrutiny of a bank, government, or           
hacker. 

However, given the realities of a fully connected 5G post-digital          
world, it is likely to be functionally impossible to remain          
anonymous and have any chance to live a life that embraces           
ambition, productivity and prosperity. Moreover, I want to have         
more options; I want to do business in a world where technology            
makes my life more efficient and interesting. So, rather than          
spend time and energy trying to escape technology in favor of the            
most remote cave we can find and apply skills better suited for            
hunters and gatherers; or, maybe even worse, demand that         
government add its layers of additional cost and inefficiency         
through more regulation, I am persuaded by those who are          
looking to use technology to combat technology. This is now          
taking place with many new approaches, and there might be a           
multitude of sound solutions (China is heavily investing in         
quantum computing, for example), but it is becoming clear that the           
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blockchain is most likely the one mechanism that could address          
the most fundamental issues that will offer a more secure and           
flexible personal and business environment of the future. It is also           
the solution that aligns most closely with individualist and         
voluntaryist ideology. 

Kaliya Young, one of the foremost critics of the current identity           
architecture, calls our present system a “hierarchy namespace”        
where at every stage of our interaction “you rent your identifier.”           
Whether it’s e-mail, platform logins, or the registration of domain          
names, there is nothing to prevent essentially being kicked off          
one’s virtual property for running afoul of central governing         
authorities. It’s kind of like property taxes – if you don’t pay, then             
you find out who really owns what you thought was your property.            
Add to that the constant threat of property misappropriation         
through data leaks and hacks and we have an incredibly unsecure           
system to meet the increasingly complex demands of digital         
finance. No amount of privacy layering or additional terms and          
conditions can solve this for the end-user. 

Instead, what Young says is required is a self-sovereign identity          
generated from a “Distributed Namespace” and secured by        
cryptography on the blockchain. 

The answer isn’t a “new, better” platform – it’s an open           
standards-based infrastructure that centers on people and       
enables a whole new ecosystem to flourish. 

Self-sovereign identity puts people in charge their own digital         
identities. It means that individuals have choice and        
sovereignty over their digital selves to the same degree we          
have control over our physical selves. This aligns with the          
fact that we all have inherent dignity that does not come from            
being born in a certain place or with certain attributes other           
than being human. 
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With self-sovereign identity, individuals don’t rely on another        
party, such as Facebook, to issue them an identifier for their           
use. They create the identifiers and own and control them          
along with what information is shared with whom under what          
conditions. – Source: Coindesk 

It is the first step toward dismantling the centralized information          
gathering that is the core of the modern-day Internet and, by           
extension, the global economy. 

In today’s broken identity system, the use of the same          
number across many locations links all of your activities         
together. 

These globally unique “use it everywhere identifiers” issued        
by governments – e.g. Social Security numbers in the U.S. or           
Aadhaar numbers in India – have created massive        
vulnerabilities and privacy issues. 

Just knowing information about a person allows you to take          
action “as” that person. Gathering sufficient information to do         
this is almost trivial...  

But now, using the DID infrastructure, individuals and        
institutions can create globally unique and single-use       
identifiers that, through PKI, allow for secure communication        
channels between the individual and the institution. 

So if, say, your bank’s database is compromised and your          
private key there is exposed, then only that one account is           
affected. The private key is useless anywhere else – unlike a           
Social Security number today. The institution can also        
establish new public and private keys and a new secure          
connection with you.  
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This technology does not stop data breaches but it does          
reduce the impact because each relationship has its own         
unique identifiers rather than one identifier used across        
multiple contexts. 

This foundation of creating data silos could be an essential step           
toward the “cryptocosm,” or “Great Unbundling” that George        
Gilder has outlined in his most recent book Life After Google: The            
Fall of Big Data and the Rise of the Blockchain Economy. (For            
those who are unfamiliar with Gilder’s work, he’s most famous for           
accurately predicting in 1994 how Life After Television would         
become the digital world in which we currently reside.) Once we           
have regained a sovereign, truly immutable identity, then the         
heavy lifting of building an entirely new post-digital paradigm can          
fully flourish. George Gilder puts the timeline of this reinvention          
somewhere between 10 and 20 years, but the seeds are clearly           
being sown today by a growing number of companies that see the            
value of data put under user control. Gilder mentions some of the            
companies that he believes bear watching like Blockstack,        
Cardano, EOS, IOTA, and Jonetix.  

Others refer to the macro trend toward decentralization simply as          
“Web 3.0.,” which is partly a new iteration and partly a restoration            
of user-directed participation and ownership as envisioned by the         
original inventor of the Web, Tim Berners-Lee. His projects Solid          
and Inrupt aim to provide a framework for locally stored data that            
is managed through personalized apps or cooperatively shared        
applications that a user gives permission to.  

Similar projects like Databox and ZeroNet stress the additional         
utility for businesses to form around very specific voluntarily         
provided data that has been determined by end-users to be          
useful, rather than the current system of mass data collection that           
is analyzed and given significance by algorithms. You can hear a           
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great overview of Databox with project collaborator Professor        
Derek McAuley here who details how this system can cure many           
of the ills that are being revealed with the Internet of Things. 

One of the most cutting-edge solutions in the space is something           
that Vin Armani of Counter Markets and CoinText has been          
heavily involved with in recent months – the BIP 70 protocol,           
allowing for custom non-custodial bitcoin transactions.      
“Non-custodial” means that no personal information is required to         
make and receive payments. Vin’s application of BIP 70 for          
tokens on Simple Ledger Payment Protocol, published in June,         
enables automatic non-custodial dividend payments. And it’s only        
the beginning of what is possible.  

The ability to have permissionless and trustless transactions        
directed by consumers across applications and products, while        
enabling low-cost, speedy, and secure transfer throughout       
economies of scale is a very exciting trend to contemplate. In           
particular, a means of autonomous multi-output data distribution        
will be incredibly important and valuable for a secure and efficient           
Internet of Things to deliver on all of its promises without the risks             
associated with further centralization. 

For continuous technical updates about this project, please visit         
Vin’s Twitter account. 

Closing Thoughts 

While we are certainly trending toward a post-digital world,         
evidence is beginning to show that, despite the big PR push for            
5G to supercharge the Internet of Things, it might take much           
longer than previously thought. The S&P is officially bearish on          
5G, and the infrastructure required to offer such speeds is already           
experiencing cost overruns, consumer quality complaints,      
lawsuits, and even growing health concerns about the millions of          
5G nodes that will add to the radiation pool. 
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This is good news for those of us who share any of these             
concerns, as well as the threats to privacy and individual          
economic freedom. It allows for the requisite time that we need to            
build something better.  

We face enormous challenges, since the developments we are         
seeing in technology do not occur at the same pace across the            
entire spectrum, nor do they occur with agreed-upon standards for          
implementation. It appears, though, that the blockchain is the best          
instrument we currently have to provide something that is         
extragovernmental and can offer the contract mechanism required        
to give consumers the confidence that both their data and their           
trust will not be breached. 

It is to be expected that not all of the ideas and companies             
working today will represent exactly how a single final version          
might be implemented. It is most likely that we will see           
business-to-business applications before they trickle down to the        
consumer, as people become educated about how impactful the         
post-digital world will be if it is built properly. It is clear that now is               
the time to begin exercising our minds to envision and begin to            
comprehend the magnitude of how necessary it is that a new           
direction is undertaken. 

As always, please communicate with us in our Telegram group;          
it’s an exciting time to be discussing the ideas and trends that can             
help build a more free and prosperous future. 
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Unregulated Spaces are Opportunities for Agorists 

 

By Vin Armani  
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Counter Markets is an agorist newsletter. When we began this          
project, our goal was to share the wisdom we have gained in            
creating value outside of the framework of state violence. I am           
pleased with how we rise to that challenge every month. This           
month I want to go back to the roots of the entrepreneurial            
activism that pervades agorist thought: countereconomics.      
Specifically, in this article I will explore why under-regulated and          
unregulated markets represent fertile ground for entrepreneurs. 

Agorism is a concept defined by Samuel Edward Konkin III in two            
seminal works of libertarian philosophy, New Libertarian       
Manifesto and An Agorist Primer. Konkin’s thesis was that broad          
social change, which reduced state violence, was possible        
through the use, by entrepreneurs, of “countereconomics.” 

Countereconomics, as defined by Konkin, is economic activity in         
“black and gray markets” – under-regulated, unregulated, and        
illegal industries – by entrepreneurs who are consciously        
practicing “thought and action consistent with freedom.” Konkin        
argues that countereconomic practices are not only ideologically        
powerful, they actually allow entrepreneurs to outcompete       
businesses that operate in completely “white markets,” obeying all         
state regulations. Black and gray markets already exist and,         
particularly in the case of gray marketeers, individuals choose to          
operate in these spaces primarily because such behavior offers         
superior profit margins. Konkin’s vision was of agorist networks,         
where black and gray marketeers across many sectors        
cooperated as vendors and service providers for one another,         
such that ever expanding “bubbles” of countereconomics would        
eventually supplant white markets and, by extension, the state. 

The value proposition of countereconomics is that the        
entrepreneur is able to trade the (calculated) risk of having his           
enterprise shut down by the state for higher profit margins (due to            
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not being liable for state taxes or fees. The street peddler or            
“cash-only business” is the quintessential small business gray        
marketeer. I personally don’t consider black markets (sales of         
illicit goods such as drugs) to be worth the risk. Black markets            
also have the unfortunate property of being highly correlated with          
red markets – markets where the service provided is violent          
coercion. If dispute resolution through violence is a part of your           
business, I do not believe that you are ideologically aligned with           
the basic tenets of liberty. Reduction of violent coercion is the           
ultimate goal of the agorist. 

Gray markets generally consist of markets that are either         
unregulated or under-regulated. Unregulated markets tend to be        
markets that represent a new technological paradigm. The nature         
of the modern state is such that any industry in which significant            
profits are being generated will eventually be regulated and taxed.          
For this reason, while unregulated markets can allow first-movers         
to make a fortune, those early entrants are a rarity.          
Under-regulated markets can be very established and ubiquitous        
industries. However, what distinguishes these spaces is the        
state’s inability to efficiently regulate activity. Under-regulated       
markets can generate serious profits for smart entrepreneurs over         
and extended period of time. 

The most recent examples of unregulated businesses have, with         
few exceptions, come from the technology sector. The        
introduction of the internet to the general public in the mid-’90s           
created an entirely new cultural frontier. The business models of          
corporate behemoths like Google (internet search and targeted        
advertising) and Facebook (social media and targeted       
advertising) not only didn’t exist when my father was building his           
businesses in my youth, the business models were not even          
fathomable.  
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Governments are still struggling with how they can extract their          
pound of flesh from the Internet’s corporate giants. Smaller         
entities, like eBay sellers, internet marketing affiliates, and content         
creators, are operating, in large part, completely out of view of           
government regulators and the tax man. Visionaries who throw         
themselves headfirst into a nascent, unregulated industry, are        
entrepreneurs with incredibly high risk tolerance. They, and their         
investors, face the likely prospect that their envisioned industry         
will never actually materialize. Most such attempts fail. This is an           
exciting but difficult road for the individual independent        
entrepreneur. 

Under-regulated industries provide a more predictable risk profile        
and generally require less initial capital investment to initiate.         
Businesses in under-regulated industries make up the bulk of         
gray market activity. A look at the sex work industry in the state of              
Nevada gives us a glimpse at how minor differences in business           
practices can move an individual’s economic activity from black         
market, to gray market, to white market. It is rare that you would             
have a geographic region where all three types of markets would           
be prominently on display in a particular industry.  

Nevada is the only state in the US where there is a white market              
for prostitution. Under Nevada state law, any county with fewer          
than 700,000 residents is permitted to license brothels. Although         
10 Nevada counties have populations below this threshold and         
are able to license brothels, only 7 counties currently license          
brothels and only 21 brothels are in operation throughout the          
state. Prostitution activities in those counties are licensed and         
taxed. The women (though there have been some experiments         
with male prostitutes) involved are registered and there are         
mandatory regular health checks. The counties which allow        
brothels are all rural and are a significant distance from Nevada’s           
major urban centers, Las Vegas and Reno. Most of the revenue in            
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the sex trade in Nevada is not within the white market. In fact,             
estimates are that 66 times more money is spent in the black and             
gray Nevada prostitution markets than in the brothels. 

 

The black market for prostitution in Nevada is, for the most part,            
ancillary to the white market of gentlemen’s clubs (“strip clubs”).          
Las Vegas has one of the most strict regulatory regimes for exotic            
dancers of any city in America. Dancers must register with the           
Sheriff’s department and obtain a business license before they         
can be hired by one of the many gentlemen’s clubs in the city.             
Dancing is most certainly a white market activity. While most          
women simply dance in the club, there is a small minority, mainly            
at the smaller clubs, who are willing to participate in black market            
prostitution and use the clubs as a way to meet clientele. 

“Prostititution” as defined by Nevada statutes, is the contracting         
for explicit sexual activity, specific sexual acts. Such activity is a           
criminal act, a misdemeanor. A stripper who offers “full contact”          
activities in the privacy of a lap dance room (at an additional            
charge, of course) is participating in black market prostitution. A          
dancer who contracts to go back to a hotel with a club patron, with              
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a specific dollar amount offered for specific sexual acts, is          
participating in black market prostitution. It is hard to accurately          
gauge what portion of the total Nevada sex industry the black           
market represents, but my guess is that the black market is the            
smallest of the three industry sectors. 

 

When it comes to Nevada’s sex industry, the bulk of the money            
flows through a robust gray market, almost exclusively located in          
Las Vegas. For decades, visitors to Las Vegas have been          
bombarded by billboards, trucks, newsstands and flyer-wielding       
street teams (now mostly consisting of undocumented       
immigrants) all advertising agencies that will send “girls directly to          
you.” These agencies, and the women they represent, operate         
under a framework colloquially known as “The Fig Leaf,” in          
reference to the practice of painting (and sculpting) fig leaves over           
the genitals of figures in classical nude artwork. The Fig Leaf is            
the acknowledgment by authorities that while contracting for        
specific sex acts in exchange for money is illegal (black market),           
contracting with someone for only time and companionship (with         
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no guarantee of sex) is completely legal. From there, anything          
that voluntarily happens between consenting adults in a private         
environment is unregulated. Agencies take appointment requests       
and dispatch “girls” (this is an industry term. I am not meaning at             
all to minimize or infantilize the workers) from their roster. The           
girls, upon arrival (generally to a hotel room), are responsible for           
obtaining a set “appearance fee” (usually in the range of $200)           
from the customer. That fee is paid directly to the agency. From            
there, it is up to the individual girl to negotiate her own rate for              
whatever will occur during the rest of the appointment. This          
structure keeps the agency free from any criminal liability.  

In addition to working for agencies, there has always been a brisk            
business of women procuring their own clientele from casino         
floors and hotel bars. So long as those independent women          
maintain The Fig Leaf (operate in the gray market), they can keep            
themselves safe from legal repercussions. However, Las Vegas        
Metro Police has an entire undercover task force posing as willing           
clientele and trying to get such women to contract for specific           
sexual services. Every night, dozens of women are arrested and          
imprisoned in Las Vegas after they have abandoned The Fig Leaf           
and decided to embrace the black market. The most successful          
and high-end workers in this industry, more properly called         
“escorts,” market themselves independently, with high-quality      
websites. If the Fig Leaf is fastidiously maintained, a high-end          
escort in Las Vegas can (and do) live a life of extreme glamour             
and luxury, completely in the open, and never fear arrest or even            
harassment from law enforcement or regulators. It also happens         
to be an all-cash business, so such an individual is not on the tax              
man’s radar either. 
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While participating in Nevada’s sex work industry is probably not          
at the top of your list for your next entrepreneurial foray, the            
industry is an easy-to-understand demonstration of the       
differences between white, gray, and black markets. In fact, as a           
Las Vegas resident for many years, I have known women who,           
though essentially offering the same service, have moved        
between the three markets throughout their career.  

As we see legalization and decriminalization of formerly illicit         
sectors, such as marijuana and sports wagering, many        
opportunities for significant profits have arisen within the gray         
markets that naturally emerge from such legalization and        
decriminalization. The Fig Leaf is, fundamentally, a manifestation        
of the gray marketeer leveraging weaknesses in regulatory        
“scope,” “reach,” and “will” to maximize profits. 

The “scope” of a regulation is the specific behavior that a           
regulation covers. In the above example, contracting for sexual         
acts falls within the scope of prostitution regulations in Nevada.          
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Contracting only for time and companionship does not fall within          
the scope of Nevada’s prostitution laws. 

“Reach” refers to the physical ability of law enforcement or          
regulators to investigate and enforce behaviors. A licensed        
brothel, such as the famous Moonlight Bunny Ranch in Pahrump,          
Nevada, provides regulators with extensive reach. Not only can         
civilian “code enforcement officers” enter the brothels at any time          
to check for current violations, the brothel owner, as part of the            
terms of their license, must keep historical business records and          
surrender those records to regulators if requested to do so in the            
course of an investigation.  

A woman finding clients in a Las Vegas strip club or at a hotel bar               
does not have to worry about being bothered by civilian code           
enforcement officers, but police officers (criminal enforcement)       
can still reach them and, if those girls abandon The Fig Leaf, can             
regulate economic activity. A high-end escort who is seeing a          
repeat, regular client (whose background she has thoroughly        
checked), is conducting economic activity in an environment        
where neither criminal nor civil regulators have any reach         
whatsoever. 

“Will” is an expression of the human element of law enforcement.           
Although a behavior may fall within the scope of a regulation and            
law enforcement officers may have the requisite reach to observe          
and regulate a particular behavior, individual officers must still         
have a desire, the “will,” to make an enforcement action.  

The most common example of a lack of will on the part of law              
enforcement is when a traffic stop ends not with a ticket but with             
the motorist “being let off with a warning.” For a          
countereconomist, a lack of will on the part of law enforcement is            
just as advantageous as a lack of scope or reach. Black           
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marketeers give “pay-offs” to law enforcement officers, thus        
removing or reducing their will, as a matter of doing business. 

An unregulated industry is one in which business activities do not           
fall within the scope of existing regulations. An under-regulated         
industry is one in which, for the most part, the reach or will of              
regulators is sufficiently reduced (for whatever reason) so as to          
make scope irrelevant. If a law is simply not enforced, does it            
matter that the law is on the books? An agorist can take            
affirmative action toward reducing reach and will by increasing the          
expense necessary to make an enforcement action.  

Maintaining anonymity and privacy (“not leaving a paper trail”) is          
one major method for reducing reach and will. When vendors can           
be paid with cash (or crypto) or business activities and records           
can be done without a written record, reach and will can be            
leveraged. Marketplaces that are “closed to the public” or “invite          
only” also greatly reduce the reach and will of regulators.  

In New Hampshire, I regularly attended “liberty markets,” a kind of           
farmer’s market, held on the private property of members of The           
Free State Project and attended by known and vetted buyers and           
sellers. When the written laws (scope) are vague and open to           
many interpretations, reach and will are modified due to the          
difficulty (often because of inexperience or ignorance on the part          
of the regulators) is taking enforcement/prosecution action. A        
regulator who is unsure about how to enforce a particular law is            
more likely to refrain from enforcing that law. 

If the consequences of a “first enforcement action” are relatively          
low, Konkin suggests that an entrepreneur would be well served          
to pursue gray market activity until an enforcement action is          
actually taken. It may very well turn out that the reach and/or will             
of the relevant regulators is low enough that such an enforcement           
action never occurs. In that case, an entrepreneur can pocket, as           
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profit, whatever licensing expenses he would otherwise have        
incurred. If the enforcement action does occur, the entrepreneur,         
at that time, can acquire the license. Even in the latter case,            
ostensibly the licensing expenses could be paid out of earned          
revenue instead of upfront capital. This is still a preferable          
financial scenario for the entrepreneur.  

Backyard agriculture, small-scale manufacturing (“crafts”), and      
home-based retail (such as selling through eBay) have all seen          
massive growth in recent years, mainly due to the increased          
ability to find buyers by leveraging the internet. In addition to           
Craigslist, new apps like Letgo and OfferUp are providing         
increasingly more private channels over which to conduct        
localized economic activity. Check out Haven Privacy App to         
conduct sales in crypto. 

Cryptocurrencies, when used as peer-to-peer value transfer       
networks, close the loop and create the type of economic agorist           
bubble described by Konkin. Every month, we have new specific          
tools and strategies, here in Counter Markets, that you can put           
into practice on your own entrepreneurial journey. You have a          
grand opportunity to be an early mover in an entirely new           
paradigm of business, enabled by technology and powered by the          
desire for greater human flourishing. 
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WEALTH 

How To Make Money With Shopify 

 

By Jeff Paul 

You started a side hustle and want to build a website to promote             
it. You want it to look professional but hiring an expensive web            
developer is not an option. And you don't have time to learn about             
WordPress, hosting, themes, plugins, and merchant services. If        
this describes you, Shopify may be the answer. 

Or maybe you're looking for a way to make money online that            
doesn't cost much to get started. One strategy gaining popularity          
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is using Shopify storefronts for dropshipping. Dropshipping is a         
method in which you promote and sell a product but do not keep             
goods in stock. When an order is placed, you transfer customer           
and shipment details to a manufacturer, another retailer or         
wholesaler, who then ships the goods directly to the customer.          
More on this strategy later. 

I recently did a deep dive into Shopify for a homeschool           
entrepreneur project with my 16-year-old son. Shopify provides a         
simple, elegant, powerful solution to sell a product or service. It is            
especially useful for beginners. If you know nothing about building          
websites, Shopify is significantly easier to set up than a new           
WordPress site. 

Shopify provides its own hosting, attractive templates for free, a          
simple drag-and-drop dashboard, domain names, custom apps       
and full merchant services including several options for accepting         
cryptocurrencies as payment – all under one roof! 
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Shopify Cost 

Shopify offers a short free trial (14 days or so). Then it costs             
$29/month to build and host a webstore with them. There are also            
transaction fees for each sale. The costs can range up to about            
3.5% per sale depending on which payment method your         
customer uses.  

They have a cheaper option ($9/month) to add Shopify merchant          
services to existing WordPress sites. In other words, it enables          
you to add products with a checkout plugin to any blog. And they             
have more expensive options ($79 - $299/month) to manage         
multiple stores from a single account and to get reduced          
transaction fees. 

Set Up Shopify 

If you are prepared, you can set up a really nice Shopify store in              
just a few hours. Being prepared means having things ready to go            
like your domain name, logo, taglines, images, products and         
more. Some dropshipping entrepreneurs prepare full product       
launches with marketing as soon as the store is live. The more            
prepared you are, the more you can take full advantage of           
Shopify's free trial. 

Here is a list of things to have ready before signing up for Shopify: 

Email: It's best to start a fresh email account for a new webstore             
or brand. You need an email account to register for Shopify,           
social media accounts, and other services. 

Domain: Searching for a domain name is typically step one for           
me, even before securing a gmail address because I like them to            
be similar. Shopify gives your store a domain like         
campinggear.myshopify.com. You are able to buy premium       
domain names and host them directly through Shopify. Or you          
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can point existing domain names from GoDaddy or other         
registries to Shopify (follow this tutorial).  

Logo: Have an awesome logo ready to go. Review the Shopify           
templates to determine the type of logo that will fit nicely. When I             
need a logo design, I research logos in my niche to collect ideas             
for type of font and graphics I want to use. Then I give my              
concepts to a designer on Fiverr and ask for three unique           
designs. Usually one design stands out and I work with the           
designer to make final changes. This process typically costs         
around $45. 

MetaTags: Every website needs metatag descriptions. The       
metatag is the searchable phrase that appears in the browser tab           
when someone visits your site. Your metatag should clearly         
explain what your website is and must include keywords that          
people search. For new websites it's best to target phrases that           
aren't too competitive. For example “camping gear” is very         
competitive, so something more descriptive like “Best Family        
Camping Gear and Reviews” – assuming the niche is focused on           
family camping. 

About Page: Write your About Page prior to building your Shopify           
site so you can copy and paste it. This is where you tell the story               
of your brand and how the reader/customer fits into the story. This            
can range from a few sentences to a few paragraphs depending           
on the niche and your connection to it. Begin with a single            
sentence tagline that can be expanded upon and also used in           
your social media accounts. Example: “We help families camp         
safely and comfortably for a lifetime of wilderness adventures.” 

Images: Most Shopify themes have image sliders (rotating        
images at the top of a web page). These images can lead to             
product categories, specific products, email sign-up pages, blog        
posts, etc. You can find free high-quality photos at Pixabay.com          
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and UnSplash.com to fill your site until you have your own           
images. 

Product Images and Descriptions: If you plan to immediately         
list products for sale, it's best to have a file with images and             
product descriptions ready to be pasted into the listings.  

Payment Options: Although you don't need to enter a credit card           
to build your Shopify store, you must submit your card details in            
order to publish it. They don't charge your card until the free trial             
is over. You'll also need checking account details (routing and          
account numbers) in order to receive proceeds from your sales.          
Shopify has their own payment processor as well as a selection of            
others, including cryptocurrencies. 

Social Media and Services: You may want to secure social          
media handles for your brand prior to creating your Shopify store           
in order to add them right away. Instagram, Pinterest and          
YouTube are the best for promoting products. Another service         
worth considering for launch is an email service provider like          
MailChimp in order to manage your customer emails. 

Watch Tutorial: Before you sign up for Shopify, I highly          
recommend watching this video tutorial. It walks you step-by-step         
through the entire process of setting up and customizing your          
Shopify store. 

Shopify for Dropshipping 

I originally thought Shopify was only for physical products, but it's           
also a very capable platform for selling digital products and even           
for managing memberships. Shopify has an App Store that offers          
many free apps to facilitate instant digital sales, content paywalls,          
memberships, affiliates, upsells, email capture pop-ups, etc. More        
on the best starter apps to increase sales here. 
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Outside of brands selling their own products, Dropshipping        
appears to be one of the most popular strategies for using           
Shopify. 

Dropshipping 

Pimple-faced kids all over the internet are bragging about the          
thousands they make each month by dropshipping using Shopify.         
I have verified that their strategy works. 

Here’s how it works: they typically find an unusual product that           
solves a genuine problem. Then they create short promotional         
videos of the product to drive social media traffic to a single            
product at their Shopify store. Customers buy the product from          
them at retail price and the shop owner orders the product from            
factories via AliExpress.com or some other supplier and has it          
shipped directly to the customer's address. The Shopify seller         
never touches any product and collects the difference in retail          
price over the wholesale price. If the product is a success, the            
Shopify site can be sold through Flippa as an income-producing          
asset. 

This site is an excellent example of a dropshipping Shopify store           
done well. They offer a host of unusual products that make for            
compelling video ads that they run on Instagram, Facebook and          
YouTube.  

Check out the hair curler they’re selling for “60% OFF” at $29.99.  
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Here is the AliExpress listing for the exact same product for           
$16.90 with free shipping to the United States. 

 

And here is the same product for sale at Amazon for $42.98. 
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Another product offered by these dropshippers is a Neck         
Hammock for “50% OFF” at $19.99. 

 

 

Here is a wholesale supplier listing of the exact product on           
AliExpress for $9.07 with free shipping to the United States.          
That’s over 100% profit margin! 
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And here is a private label version of the exact same product            
paired with an eye mask for $28.99. 
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Upon reviewing these listings, you will notice that a good          
dropshipping product, worthy of social media ads, must have high          
profit margins and be uncommon to something you might see in a            
big box store. These used to be known as “As Seen On TV” type              
products. You will also notice that these products sell for a higher            
price on Amazon. Savvy shoppers will feel as though they’re          
getting a discount at the Shopify store. 

So to summarize what makes a good stand-alone dropshipping         
product: unique function, not commonly in stores, high margins,         
and it’s more expensive on Amazon than what you can sell it for. 

A critique I have of the Shopify store featured above is that there             
is no cohesive niche. It’s just a collection of gimmicky products           
from various categories that make for good dropshipping sales.         
This strategy is likely to be short lived as the products run their             
course or get duplicated by competitors. As a result, it requires           
constant product changeover. What’s more, unless you build a         
strong brand around your Shopify store, don’t expect to build a           
loyal customer base (email list or social followers) to launch          
similar products to them in the future.  

As I wrote about in my Amazon FBA article, branding adds value            
allowing you to charge more than vanilla competitors for similar          
products. The secondary benefit of building a brand is loyal fans           
that you can pitch new products to. Branding means building a           
business, while selling random dropshipping products is just the         
hot new side hustle.  

Get started with Shopify here. 

PS: I may offer an inside look at creating a new Shopify brand             
from scratch in real-time with my teenage son. Let me know if            
you’d be interested in following along. Hit me on Telegram          
@Coinivore. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin prices in August remained in the same trading range as           
the prior month. We moved to a high of just above $12k early in              
August, and trailed off slowly to a low of about $9,500 by the end              
of the month. In the last few days prices have bounced off that             
$9,500 level to the $10,500 area we’re at today.  

Compared to last month, prices have been a bit less volatile, as            
we didn’t see many of these 20%+ moves in 24-48 hours. Most            
likely the volatility will return on the heels of some news report;            
whether it’s good or bad remains to be seen.  

On the news front we have Walmart entering the picture, as           
they recently filed for a patent for a US dollar pegged           
cryptocurrency of their own. They’re a bit late to the game if            
they’re hoping to dethrone any of the other large-scale US dollar           
pegged coins, but they are a retailing giant who is now hopping            
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on the crypto bandwagon, which will ultimately will lead to more           
crypto adoption among the shoppers there.  

We also heard from payment processor Square that their Q2          
Bitcoin revenue more than doubled their record Q1 revenue. Total          
Bitcoin transactions accounted for about half of Square’s        
revenue, which shows that usage as cash and a means of           
exchange is increasing, which is a significant development. Up         
until recently, the main users of Bitcoin were investors and          
speculators, but the recent surge in usage as an actual currency           
is something we’ve been waiting to see.  

The endlessly delayed Bakkt Bitcoin futures program has        
finally got its launch approval date of 9/23. Starting on this           
date, Bitcoin futures contracts will be bought and sold daily, and           
settled at the end of the day in physical Bitcoin. The effect this will              
have on prices is unknown, but this certainly could take a lot of             
BTC out of circulation, as it will need to be on reserve to settle              
trades at the end of each day. Our guess is that as the trading              
product gains popularity, the demand for BTC will increase in          
order to satisfy trading obligations.  

In terms of proposed regulation, government objections, calls to         
ban, Libra developments, etc., It was a relatively quiet month. For           
now the picture still remains largely bullish. Any dips we’ve seen           
in Bitcoin price have been short lived, and met with large volumes            
of buy orders. For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we             
suggest using Coinbase to take your first position. Be careful with           
your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable         
losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price swings of          
50% or more in a matter of days.  
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Silver Update 

 

The surge in precious metals continued again last month, as          
silver broke out with a near 20% move to the upside. We began             
the month around the $16.50 level, and peaked just above $19.50           
at the start of September. This upward move has been going on            
now for about 3 months, and has been one surge higher after            
another, with brief consolidation periods in between. 

The move in August of more than $3 was much stronger than            
we’ve seen in prior months. We mentioned in last month’s issue           
that silver tends to play catch-up when gold moves, and that’s           
exactly what happened in August. Trump started a tweetstorm         
that led to trade war escalations between the US and China, and            
investors caught off guard all ran towards gold and silver. Gold           
moved higher by about 7% last month, and silver moved higher           
by almost 20%. That’s about a 3x greater move in silver than            
gold. Historically, silver has been more volatile than gold, both on           
the upside and downside, but in previous months it’s been lagging           
behind the move higher we’ve seen in gold. With the breakout           
month in August, we’re finally seeing the move that’s been due in            
the silver market.  
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We also talked briefly about the gold-to-silver ratio last month,          
which has averaged about 60 in the past 20 years. That ratio at             
the time of last month’s issue was 89. Today it’s at 81, so this was               
a significant move back towards the average. In order to get to 60             
we’d have to see silver closer to $25, so we’ve still got some room              
to run here, assuming we trade at that average ratio again.  

One thing to keep in mind is that prices never move in a straight              
line, and that pullbacks always happen. This latest move from the           
mid-$15 level to the mid-$19 level is definitely due for a pullback.            
Just today silver dropped close to $1 back to the $18.50 range.            
So there’s a good chance we’ll see a slight dip in the coming days              
and weeks as prices consolidate and we establish a new trading           
range to move forward from.  

We see a couple of very compelling reasons that gold and silver            
should continue higher long term. The inverted yield curve has          
been talked about endlessly in the financial media. Short-term         
interest rates (30-90 day) are paying a higher APY than long-term           
(30-year) rates, which is counterintuitive, and often a sign of an           
impending economic contraction. It’s also a sign that points to          
higher gold and silver prices.  

We also have both the US and China escalating the trade war,            
with the US imposing a new round of unexpected tariffs, and           
China responded by devaluing its currency to make its goods          
cheaper for the world.  

In addition, we have the DOW going crazy again with up and            
down days of 700+ points, which has traders on high alert and            
looking for a safe haven at the first sign of trouble.  

Going forward there are definitely many reasons for this move in           
silver to continue higher; however, there’s also a cooling-off         
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period that’s due, as 20% moves don’t often happen in the silver            
market without a pullback or consolidation.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, you can find great             
prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (October 2019) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

HARPA and the Future of A.I. Medicine 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

The Current and Future Uses of Crypto Tokens 

WEALTH 

Gold and Silver’s Time to Shine? 

BONUS: Building Community Gardens For Health and 
Prosperity 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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